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General discussion

Remember fast - Act skillfully

Summary of findings
This thesis investigates methods designed to increase retention of CPR
and AED skills and to speed up retrieval of this knowledge. It is important
to train as many people as possible in delivering CPR and using an AED,
and as effectively and efficiently as possible. The studies carried out are
based on the assumption that future learning environments will be subject
to fewer restrictions of time, place, and method, and that less sophisticated
teaching materials will be needed. Poster-based, video-based, and webbased training are promising alternatives for improving retrieval, but
additional studies are needed to assess whether these alternatives have
been developed well enough to be equal or superior to instructor-led training
in terms of skill retention.
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Relating the findings to the conceptual framework of this thesis
The process of learning new skills is reproduced in figure 2 of Chapter 2
(p. 19). Errors that can occur during acquisition are: people receive incorrect
information or they store the information incorrectly; during retrieval: recall
takes too much time or irrelevant information is retrieved; during transfer:
people hesitate or deliver inadequate help.
In Chapter 2 three didactical elements were discussed: adult education,
educational evolution, and retention and retrieval. In addition to these
elements, there are two educational theories which are of relevance to the
context of this thesis. These are cognitive theory and constructivism theory.
Cognitive theory is based on the concept that people learn from
concrete observation (i.e. watching a demonstration) with the intention of
remembering, and is based on individual experience.1-4 Other learners have
no influence on the learning result of the individual learner, which is built
through personal experience and individual mental processes. The amount
of knowledge and the speed of learning are influenced by the capacity of the
working memory of each individual learner.5,6 Cognitive theory identifies three
phases: the cognitive phase, the associative phase, and the autonomous
phase.7,8 Skill knowledge for resuscitation develops across these three
phases.
Constructivism theory is based on the idea that people learn from their
experience in a social environment.9-13 It is then up to the learner to
decide whether the information gleaned from such an experience is worth
storing in memory for subsequent retrieval (accommodation) or is of no

use and need not be stored. Once an experience has been stored for a
specific situation, the knowledge generated can also be applied to another
situation (assimilation). In this theory, learning takes place as a result of
an experience, which could be deliberate or by coincidence. Teaching or
training means that experiences are planned to help the learner learn new
information with the help of other learners and of the instructor.
The main differences between these theories are set out in Table 1, from
which it would appear that alternative training methods are more or less
based on the principles of constructivism.
However, the principles of cognitive learning theory also have a role to play
in resuscitation training, in that this approach focuses on the automation of
skill knowledge after a conscious learning phase, which enables the learner
to act very efficiently and effectively in a life-threatening situation. The test
results of the post-test and retention test of the study described in Chapter 3,
suggests that a ceiling effect has occurred in the learners who followed the
instructor-based training. This might be due the cognitive load as presumed
in the cognitive learning theory.

Adult education
As described in Chapter 2, adult education focuses directly on application in
the daily life of the learner, who is motivated by a professional or personal
need for development. Police officers (in Chapter 4), nurses (in Chapter
5), and lifeguards (in Chapter 6) followed CPR and AED training for their
professional needs. They belong to the group of lay-people with a duty to
respond, mostly in cases where they have been dispatched to a location to
deal with a life-threatening situation. Despite their professional situation, they
can be categorized as lay people when it comes to CPR and AED skills. In
Chapters 3 and 7, participants who followed the CPR and AED training did
so on the basis of personal motivation and all participated voluntarily. They
were entirely responsible for their own learning; there was no sanction or
other consequence for participants who failed to attain an acceptable level of
competence.
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The studies in this thesis are based on actual insight into educational
research, and are intended to improve education with the objective of
increasing retention and faster retrieval of CPR and AED skills. The links
between the results of the studies and the three elements of education as
described in Chapter 2 (adult education; educational evolution; retention and
retrieval of learning results) will be discussed in the following subsections
(see also Table 2).
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By the learners
Based on the ideas of
cognitive load3



Based on learners
personal needs4
Systematic, elaboration



Working in small
groups



Continuous
assessment and formal
assessment. Feedback
is important



Self and peer
assessment as part
of the total learning
process

±



The items relating to cognitive theory are on a white background. The items relating to
constructivism theory on a grey background.
2
Collaborative learning in constructivism theory differs from working together in class, in
that collaborative learning does not involve an instructor. Learners construct their own
knowledge by asking each other questions.
3
Cognitive load means that there is a limit to the amount of knowledge that can be stored.
4
The personal needs influenced the amount of knowledge that is collected and stored.
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 = Study clearly reflects this item
± = Study reflects this item to some extent
Table 1.

Main differences between cognitive theory and constructivism theory applied to the
training methods used in this thesis.

Adult education
As described in Chapter 2, adult education focuses directly on application in
the daily life of the learner, who is motivated by a professional or personal
need for development. Police officers (in Chapter 4), nurses (in Chapter
5), and lifeguards (in Chapter 6) followed CPR and AED training for their
professional needs. They belong to the group of lay-people with a duty to
respond, mostly in cases where they have been dispatched to a location to
deal with a life-threatening situation. Despite their professional situation, they
can be categorized as lay people when it comes to CPR and AED skills. In
Chapters 3 and 7, participants who followed the CPR and AED training did
so on the basis of personal motivation and all participated voluntarily. They
were entirely responsible for their own learning; there was no sanction or
other consequence for participants who failed to attain an acceptable level of
competence.
The studies in Chapters 5 and 6 compared one type of self training with
instructor-led training. Chapter 3 compared three different types of self
training with instructor-led training. Of these four training methods, two
used either no manikin or only a simplified training manikin, and DVD
instruction without scenario. Two other training methods used scenarios to
help students transfer their learning experience to a real-life situation. One
method did make use of a simplified and inexpensive training manikin. We
found that training with a scenario resulted in a better learning effect than
without a scenario, and that training given by an instructor was the most
effective. We also found that a test is a powerful learning tool. (Table 2)
Our conclusion confirms a recent study that found that testing as part of
resuscitation training improved learning outcome compared with spending
an equal amount of time practising the skills.14 This effect may last for 6
months.15
An essential aspect of adult learning is the application of skill knowledge
to daily life. It is important that skill knowledge is transferred to the memory
in such a way that people can immediately recognize a life-threatening
situation such as a cardiac arrest, and immediately remember what to
do. Recognizing a cardiac arrest cannot be achieved by simply repeating
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The studies in this thesis are based on actual insight into educational
research, and are intended to improve education with the objective of
increasing retention and faster retrieval of CPR and AED skills. The links
between the results of the studies and the three elements of education as
described in Chapter 2 (adult education; educational evolution; retention and
retrieval of learning results) will be discussed in the following subsections
(see also Table 2).
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the same skill again and again (near transfer), because the real-life
context differs from the learning situation. The learner needs ‘far transfer’,
as the transfer setting is dissimilar from the learning setting.16-18 It has
been established that almost 50% of cardiac arrests are not detected by
bystanders.19 In Chapter 4, we found that successful training correlates
well with successful performance in the field, but that it does not guarantee
successful performance. In 79% of the police teams, successful completion
of the course was associated with good performance during a resuscitation
attempt, but of the nine teams categorized as “incompetent” in training, three
performed well during a real-life resuscitation attempt.
Another relevant observation with regard to real-life application (in Chapter
3) is that older providers took longer to respond in the simulated situation,
and some of them did not use the AED at all.
An undesirable delay in life-saving help was also found when teams of police
officers did not use the AED adequately (Chapter 4). It might be useful to
place greater emphasis on following the CPR/AED algorithm smoothly and
quickly in all training methods, and to carry out additional research into the
reasons why people hesitate to use or ignore the presence of an AED.
The self-training designs in this thesis are all based on the principles of adult
learning. If there is no intrinsic motive for studying the poster, the DVD or the
web-based programme, it is less likely that an acceptable level of CPR/AED
skills will be reached.24-27 Additional studies are needed to find solutions for a
good balance between self training and instructor assessment or additional
skill training. The results of this thesis do not therefore apply to people who
are not willing to accept their own responsibility in learning CPR and AED
skills, for instance because they are not motivated or they are afraid to
administer BLS.
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Educational evolution
Until now, instructor-led training has been the standard method of teaching
CPR and AED skills.28 Most resuscitation training is delivered according
to the transfer model: an instructor delivers the training in a classroom,
using manual and graphic presentation during a lecture and a manikin for
demonstration and practice (Chapter 2). In Chapters 5 and 6, we found
that the instructor is not crucial in achieving a good result. This notable
conclusion was also found recently in a study of computer-based versus
instructor-led training in ultrasound for emergency medicine.29 There are
several arguments which call the role of the BLS instructor into question.
One is that no quality control by experts takes place in the classroom.

Study

DVD
training

Real-life
events

Initial
training
with poster
for nurses
(Chapter 5)

Refresher
training with
poster for
lifeguards
(Chapter 6)

(Chapter 3)

(Chapter 4)

Delay before
starting

+

+

Test-effect
possible

+

Scenario gives
better learning
effect than no
scenario

+

Instructorled training
appears
superior

+

-

-

Instructor not
crucial to good
result

-

+

+

Web-based
training
(Chapter 7)

+

+

+ = analyses confirm this conclusion

- = analyses do not confirm this conclusion
AED:
RIB:

Automated External Defibrillator
Rigid Inflatable Boat

Table 2.

Many instructors have a tendency to deviate from the standard guidelines
for teaching resuscitation, often giving additional background information
that is not included in the standard course, and not giving students enough
opportunity for hands-on practice.30,31 However, the conclusions of the
above-mentioned studies should be handled with care, as the additional
analysis shown in Table 3 provides a different view of the results, and
demonstrates that instructor-led training is still superior to alternative training
methods.
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Overview of the conclusions of the studies in this thesis.
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Our studies strongly suggest that alternative training methods, corresponding
with the ideas of the independent learning model and the interactive
learning model, have the potential to match the results of the instructor-led
training method. The evolution towards the independent learning model and
interactive learning model will mean that the instructor will have to become
acquainted with a different role, shifting from the role of teacher to the role of
facilitator. (Figure 1)

Transfer
Model

Model of
Independent
Learning

Model of
Interactive
Learning

High
responsibility

High
responsibility
Student
Instructor

Low
responsibility

Low
responsibility

Figure 1.
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Learning responsibility.
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The effects of the independent learning model and the interactive learning
model are partly related to social interaction between learners. The concept
of the powerful influence of social interaction was introduced by the
influential educational psychologist Vygotsky, and several other educational
scientists, such as Bandura and Lewin.1,32,33 This has been demonstrated
repeatedly in school education,34-36 also in veterinary, medical and nursing
education.37-39 Learners can help each other by asking questions and
explaining concepts in a collaborative learning process.40,41 This could be
the reason why ward nurses and lifeguards learned effectively using only
a training poster, a training set with a manikin, and an AED training device
(Chapter 5 and 6). Many of the students practised in pairs, and as they
discussed between themselves the content of the poster, they worked
together according to the interactive learning model.
All learners practised the skills themselves, except those who followed the
video-only method (Chapter 3) and those who followed the web-based

training (Chapter 7). Almost all learners who followed the web-based
training were subsequently capable of administering CPR and using an
AED. This is most likely because they were able to construct their own
knowledge in their own way and expand on it with the help of the web-based
programme.42-45 The results of Chapter 3 indicate that learners should not
only copy the skills from an instructor, video, poster, etc. (transfer model),
but should practise these skills, preferably in scenario-based training with
a variety of recognizable simulations in order to be able to apply them in
real-life contexts (independent learning model).46,47 This corresponds with
the previous described ideas of the constructivism theory about learners
constructing their own knowledge.

Neuroscience
The studies in this thesis focus on cognitive and social-personality
psychology. Educational science is based on cognitive psychology, socialpersonality psychology, and neuroscience. (Figure 2)
Neuroscientific aspects have not been included in this thesis, yet, these
aspects are very promising in terms of gaining a better understanding of
study retention and retrieval. The concept of “mirror-neurons” equips us with
a particularly interesting angle on how to train laypersons in lifesaving skills.
Mirror neurons are neurons which fire when someone acts, but also when
someone observes the same action performed by another person. In other
words, the neuron “mirrors” the behaviour of another person, as though
the observer was performing the action himself. In humans, brain activity
consistent with mirror neurons has been found in the premotor cortex and
the inferior parietal cortex.52,53
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Retention and retrieval of learning results
One of the objectives of this thesis was to examine whether alternative
training methods could improve retention and retrieval. Our studies showed
that poster-based, video-based and web-based training are promising
alternatives which improve retrieval, but that additional studies are needed
to assess whether the alternatives have been well enough developed to be
equal or superior to instructor-led training in terms of skill retention. Any such
studies should include the elements of educational science.
It is also important to take the period for retention testing in consideration.
Traditionally, the period to a retention test is set at 6 months in studies about
CPR or AED use. But if the time interval between initial training and retention
test is too long, knowledge to accomplish the skill will be strongly reduced.
Recognizable differences in knowledge to accomplish the skill are found
between one and three months.48-51
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Cognitive

Social-personality

psychology

psychology

Neuro-science

Education

Figure 2.

Educational science is based on cognitive psychology, social-personality
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psychology, and neuroscience.
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These neurons may be important in understanding the actions of other
people and in learning new skills by imitation.
When an individual watches others performing an action, the mirror neurons
build neuron networks that are exactly the same as the networks that would
be built if the individual were performing the action himself. This might be
compared to what is known in cognitive psychology as mental rehearsal:
the learner’s ability repeatedly to visualize a task in his mind, before actually
attempting to perform it.
The existence of mirror neurons may serve as a hypothetical, neuroscientific
explanation of why video-scenario training (Chapter 3), poster-based training
(Chapter 5 and 6), and web-based training (Chapter 7) deliver good results,
and why training in small groups enables students to learn from watching the
performance of other students.
While the discovery of “mirror-neurons”54,55 provides a speculative
explanation of how simple training methods such as video-scenario training
(Chapter 3), poster-based training (Chapters 5 and 6), and web-based
training (Chapter 7) have proved to be effective, it is clear that their role in
CPR and AED training needs further study.
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Limitations
Three studies in this thesis compared two or more different training methods:
the DVD training method in Chapter 3, the initial poster training method in
Chapter 5, and the refresher poster training method in Chapter 6. The two
poster studies were assessed using conventional superiority analyses such
as Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests. No clinically relevant differences
between training methods were found.
The scale of the AMC Comp test (see Appendix) was validated during a notpublished study by researchers of the Academic Medical Centre Amsterdam,
we focused only on the reliability. As we found high inter reliability scores
during our study of Chapter 4 we used this evaluation sheet till the
publication of the validated Cardiff list.56
It is likely that superiority could not be detected due to insufficient sample
size and power (type 2 or β error), but the lack of superiority does not mean
presence of non-inferiority.
To examine this possibility, an additional non-inferiority design analysis was
carried out. (Table 3) In both poster studies, a score list with a 7-point VAS
scale per item was used. The ‘Statistics’ section of Chapter 5 (p. 57), and
the ‘Assessment’ section of Chapter 6 (p. 67/68) contain descriptions of
how competence per item was analysed. For this non-inferiority analysis,
a relative risk margin of less than 0.2 was assumed for non-inferiority, as
this was the accepted margin in the study described in Chapter 3. Thus, the
lower bound of the two-sided 95% confidence interval for the relative risk
of passing the test using a poster-based training method compared to the
instructor-led method had to exceed 0.8.57
As can be seen in Table 3, none of the alternative methods had a lower
bound of 0.8 or above. Non-inferiority could therefore not be established.
However, all 95% confidence intervals included ‘1’, which means that the
observations of the study are still compatible with all three possibilities:
inferiority, equality, or superiority. In retrospect, we conclude that the sample
size of these studies was insufficient to make a conclusive judgment of the
three possibilities.
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Initial training
with poster

Refresher training;
retention test after
6 months

Refresher training;
retention test after
12 months

(Chapter 5)

(Chapter 6)

(Chapter 6)

0.33

1.02

1.24

0.06 – 1.96

0.44 – 1.41

0.62 – 2.50

H0 of inferiority
not rejected

H0 of inferiority not
rejected

H0 of inferiority not
rejected

Relative risk
of passing
compared to
instructor-led
training
95% CI
Non-inferiority
testing
Table 3.
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Non-inferiority analysis.
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Towards evidence-based CPR and AED training
The instructional design for quality training should be evidence-based to the
greatest possible extent. Remarkably little educational research has been
published on the quality of CPR and AED training. Clinical papers vastly
exceed educational papers in number. It is unclear whether this is due to
a lack of interest or a lack of appreciation in education. Not all educational
research is high quality.53 Many educational studies lack adequate statistical
elements such as effect sizes, confidence intervals, and reliability and
validity coefficients.58
In health care research, randomized controlled trials with effect
measurement blinded to the intervention are considered to provide the
highest level of evidence.59 However, in CPR and AED education-related
research, randomized controlled studies are difficult to perform, as many
factors which might influence learning and retention are unquantifiable or
uncontrollable and there is no single standardized method of measuring
performance.60 The performance of practical skills is particularly difficult to
measure. In addition, the heterogeneity of courses and of their participants
makes comparison between different studies difficult and statistical analysis
defective. Randomization of individuals is difficult, as instructors train groups
of students.61 The student, as a study object, cannot be blinded for the
intervention as he has to follow BLS /AED training according to the study
design, and this is bound to influence his attitude and possibly interfere with
the outcome of the assessment. Instructors and researchers too are not

Research design and data analysis in CPR and AED educational research
In medical research, superiority can be tested by comparing a new treatment
with a standard treatment or with a placebo treatment.67 For this type of
quantitative research, H0 has to be tested with the aim of accepting or
rejecting it. If H0 states that method A is better than method B (A > B), this
calls for an experiment with sufficient power to demonstrate this superiority.
The superiority of method A is accepted when the “null hypothesis” is
accepted with a level of certainty that is generally taken to be 97.5%,
corresponding to a two-sided P value of 0.05.
If the hypothesis (H0) states that method A is equal to method B (A = B), we
need to show by means of an appropriate experimental design that the effect
of a new intervention is not worse than that of an accepted intervention by
more than a specified margin. This is called a non-inferiority design.68
In studies where training methods are compared, the hypothesis might be
that method A and method B are equal. So we need a non-inferiority design,
intended to show that the effect of a new training method (e.g. e-learning) is
not worse than that of a control (e.g. instructor-led training) by more than a
specified margin.64 The new method of training may be desirable due to such
factors as cost, duration, or simplicity.69
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blinded for the intervention in most studies.58
The social sciences, and more specifically educational research, recognize
that it is not always possible or necessary to have randomized control
studies. The limitations on performing adequate statistical analysis are also
widely acknowledged. Educational research is mostly qualitative in nature,
as it is influenced by the setting in which it occurs: ‘the context of discovery’,
comparable with observational research in the medical domain. For the
context of discovery, case reports and cohort studies can be effective. Most
of the time, such research explores attitudes, behaviour, and experiences.
Qualitative methods only produce information on the particular cases
studied, and any more general conclusions are only hypotheses.
There is a difference between the ‘context of discovery’, and the ‘context
of justification’, comparable with interventional research in the medical
design.59,62,63 For studies in the context of justification, a null hypothesis
(H0) has to be tested. For this kind of quantitative research, randomized
controlled trials generally represent the most effective method. Quantitative
research generates statistics which form the basis for accepting or rejecting
H0. Quantitative methods can be used to verify hypotheses formulated on the
basis of the conclusions arrived at using qualitative methods.64-66
Chapters 4 and 7 describe observational research, as in the ‘context of
discovery’, where variables cannot be, or are deliberately not, controlled
by the researchers. The studies described in Chapters 3, 5, and 6 can be
placed in the ‘context of justification’. These are controlled studies.
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Implications of the results
The results of the re-analysis of the data from Chapters 5 and 6 with a noninferiority analysis as performed in this chapter, (Table 3) and the results
in Chapter 3, demonstrate that instructor-led training remains the most
favourable training method to date.
The studies presented in this thesis are all focused on the effect of a range
of interventions (DVD training with and without scenario, poster-based
training, and web-based training). Most of them compare the effects of one
or more of these interventions with the effects of a standard intervention
(instructor-led training as recommended by the European Resuscitation
Council.70)
These studies confirm that the current method of instructor-led training
is, indeed, a good approach to take when teaching people life-saving
techniques (see Chapters 3 and 4). But the results of the studies presented
in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 show that it is not significantly better than other
methods. The results of the different studies make it clear that additional
studies of how and why we use certain training methods are necessary in
order to optimize the quality of the training. Considering the immense lifesaving potential of laypersons being able to perform CPR and AED, learning
CPR and AED skills should be part of normal life,71 people should be trained
when they are at secondary school as part of the standard curriculum, at
work, at sports and hobby clubs and in day-to-day settings. Modern personal
training manikins and training AEDs provide such opportunities.
It is not likely that manikins and instructors will disappear from CPR and
AED training in the near future. The essence of such training is that learners
receive enough hands-on practice and simple instruction without distracting
background information, and that they are able to learn and practise at their
own pace.
It should be taken in consideration that there might be a difference
between CPR and AED skills. It is known that the psycho-motor skills of
CPR are complex,20,21 and it can be speculated that the use of an AED is
less complex, as the AED prompts rescuers what to do. In most studies it
was found that even after six, seven or twelve months rescuers still attach
the electrodes in an acceptable area. But it is also found that a delay in
delivering a shock occurs.22,23
The studies in this thesis have made clear that more research in CPR and
AED education is needed to design optimal training methods. Based on
the results of the studies it can be speculated that BLS courses should at
least consist of a demonstration, hands-on practice and scenario training. It
seems that there are many options in which teacher, student and educational
material have different, but always interactive roles. Also the end points

Future research topics
Although our initial studies suggested that the alternative methods resulted
in equal quality of training compared to the instructor-led training, the study
featured in Chapter 3 showed that instructor-based training can still be
considered the standard. This opens up a wide field of research in relation
to CPR and AED education. As a consequence of our studies, the following
topics are worthy of exploration:
• To find out why people
° are hesitant to start CPR and use an AED;
° ignore the presence of an AED;
° are not motivated to learn CPR and AED skills;
° are afraid to administer BLS (and to find out how address this fear).
• To find solutions to achieving a good balance between self training and
instructor assessment or additional skill training.
• To determine how attitude and behaviour can be taught.
• To answer the questions:
°	How can self-learning designs be applied in relation to a student
who lacks motivation?
°	To which reduction can self learning lead for the instructor led
training?
°	How can CPR training courses be taught in such a way that the
learner is given the opportunity to interact with other learners about
how to provide life-saving help?
°	Is there a difference in collaborative learning when students have
different levels of prior knowledge (peer vs. tutor)?
°	Can CPR and AED courses be more simply constructed as a costcutting measure?
°	Can CPR and AED courses be more simply constructed as a way of
saving time?
°	Do CPR and AED instructors require domain knowledge
(knowledge of physiology, anatomy of breathing and circulation,
no understanding of the scientific background to the current
resuscitation guidelines)?
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for quality may differ and could include quantity (how to train the largest
number), quality (how to achieve optimal training results), efficacy (a
combination of quality and quantity) and retrieval in real life situations.
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